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&Concrete Language For

Visual Literacy:

The Learni`g2,pisabled
J

Few prOgraMs or specific methodologies have capitairiZeOn'skills

dsveleped easily by learning disabled children - -,the skps. of namibg,
*

sequencingland organizing things visually. 'These skills, developed
1

gradualV

fAlom

birth through interaction,With the environment, have been

further nurtured by television

d other au4o0isual.communication source

pictures, signs, slides, cartoons, drawings, e44.\Yovngsters are used tc

receiving messages in a se uence of pictures and hav
to translate from the

developed the

isual language to the verbaland viceiversa
rthermare, the development of vis al lit-

(FranseckY and Debes, 197

eeacy ,Competencies'including the discrimination and interpretat on of

are fundamental Lto normal human

visible actions; objects, and symbolslearning.

NMI

However, 7 en learning di'sabl d children are singled out fOry

speO(al treatmez

in beading and writing improvement, which also involves

mastery of sequential, orderly 'learning, the use of:picture stimuli are
L r

If teachers become aware that a

often dropped froii-thei't curriculum.

$11'

cbnceptual

,c41dts talents lie in the use of visual- spatial

that mode or preference, reOacino d's-

problem-may be solved according

Couragementand subsequent hostility towards-the learning, process
.''

-(Gazzaniga, 1975).

.11

Some unique personal "histories come to mind, of student
I

who we

Frank, a L:7 year old, auto body

'J quite adept in the.visual-spatial area.

methanic, was found to be a non-reader, functioning, below the first grade
leNiel, in reading.

His WAISwas in the average range of intellectual func

tioning and a neurological valuation suggested that his prothem was
I

p
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I
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visual,agnosia.

nHowev4r, Frank's specialty in auto body work was rewirin

burned-out cars. (His pArtner would direct Frank to the proper,pages in
auto manuals which showed maps of cars' wiring systems. 'Milton, a 7th
gracary received report card ratings of "D" and I

in reading, spelling,

rand handwriting when he completed the sixth grade year.

However, Ile per,

fOrmed at the,99th percentile in intellectual functioning'on the WISC and
astounded his 7th grade teachers when he codbtiucted a large'scale model
of a chemically complicated molecule for a science. project.
grader

Keith, a 9th

measured at the bright/normal range of intellecual functioning,

has begn struggling.in language arts activities since first grade.

He

labors torecall the colrect spellings and kinesthetic orientation of
words tb complete compogition assignments.

Yet, ,in a section/lif his base
J

.ment lie-five engine-powered model airplanes built to scale, two gasoline

powered mini bikes needing repair, and an Englistracing bike in stages o
How can these obviously ta!tOnted

reconstruction.

C
some areas, yet

eople be specialists i

onsidered to be "failuies" by s &hcol standards?

The Brain's Role in Processing .Informati4
To answer this question %we must examine what recent research has

found rega ding th

braiatts'ro e in the processing of different types of

stimuli and the contribution of each brain hemisphere to ealining Each

hemisphere appears to react differently to the information presented to
It.

For most people, the left hemisphere processes stimuli serially, 2
abstracting. mit relevent details

performing in a logical, analytic w

N
and attaching verbal labels (Willis, et al., 1979).:( Witeison concluded
that the mediation of phonemic discrimination, speech production, and

general language functions, partly constitute left hemispheric speciali(ft

/

zation in childhood (1977).

A'

3.

The right hemisphere's mode of perception is primarily holistic.,
The right hemisphere is primarily a synthesizes: ,processing many Stimuli

at a time, and is.more concerned With the total stimulus configuration,
. which is organized and processed as a whole or Gestalt (Harris, 1976).

It is superior for kinesthetic, auditory, aid visual perceptions not related to language (Fox, 1979).

us, while the left hemisphere functions

to pick apart and reform words

d sntenceS, the right hemisphere focuses

on Shapes, configurations, and vis al- spatial associations.
%

Students will differ in the

depending upon how information is p
ThoSe who perform better at verbal
sidered to be left dominant.

ay they'perform various tasks
essed in the dominant hemisphdre.

language-related tasks may be con-

Those who seem to perform better at visual-

spatial tasks for which the right hemisphere is organized may be considere
.

4..

to be right dominant.

%

Right dominants show high interest in visual stimuli

and are addicted television watchers, finding cartoons, science

ficti,
4s

and-vivid visual programs a highly motivating and satisfying experience
Fadley and Hosleri 1979).

Furthermore, the ability to think in visual

images is apparently associated with right hemispheric functioning and

may bethe recall-strategy of right hemisphere dominants .(Coleman and
Zenhausern, 1979).

Schools do not seem to reward and encourage right brain-dominant
children.

The many school activities 'dominated by reading and writing

participation are(channeled through left-brained input and output systems.

Children who may learn better through rightrbrained input are

conditioned to use their left brains without opportynities to process
the same informatio7 through the more dominant hemisphere (Hunter, 1977).

ti

4.

4Furthermbre, it is to these right brain-dominant children that the labels
"slow," "incap

le," or "learning disabled"'may be attached:

+..);

9

Focus on Hemispheric Specialization
(3

Traditionally, reading and-learning disabled children, have been
.410

found to be deficient ix both the storage and retrieval of,printed and
v

spoken words (Vellut no, 1977).

Furthermore, disabled readers'who,have

difficulty processing w1 ten s

bols may not have the same hethisphdric

specialization for

langI uag

Pirozzolo

ctions* as dl.onormal readers.
.

and Rayner (1979 presented,wordsand facial photographs to the left and
ditory-linguistic

right hemispheres of disabled readers characterized as
dyslexics.

Their results replicated earlier/findings in that poor readers

showed intact right hemispheric processing for facial .recognition but ex.

hibited no la.terali.ty preference for word recognition.

They.suggeAted

that the processing of linguistic information in the left hemispheres of
disabled reader4 was severely retarded.

On .the other hand, Marcel.; et. al.

(1974) felt that the right hemispheres of poor readers mere-superior ter,

normal readers' right hemispheres in.processing linguistic information.
.

Other studiA. have shown an apparent preferende in tight hemis-

pheric functioning bAdeficient readers.

Symmes and Rapo

rt (1972)'re-

port0 that all 54 disabled readers, selected froth a larger group of
readin

visuali

disabled third graders, scored above average on tests requiring
tion in three dimensions,`a right hemisphere mode of
,

Levin(1973) identified two type' of disabled'readers.

procesissingi

One group, weak

'

in decoding skills, performed as well as good re0ers when asked clues)7'

#tiong

out a pictorial story.

Another group,

'skills but lacking organizational strategies,
picture for 9each sentence ilSed(in a story.

aving sufficient decoding
'.'asked to imagine a

This gioup scored, 40% higher

5.
4

in ,c mprehension than a matched grokip ofsdisa led. readers who were asked
to,

Levin h4othesized t at activities requiring

ead the story alone.

visual imagining would aid poor.readers! organizati9nal strategies by un-,
Consciously.integrating verbal and visual input.
Fadley hnd Hosier' (1979) hypothesized that'children with right
,

t

.

hemisphere, preference experience difficulty with the serial prc4essinip of

words because they process the word the same way they do a picture.

They

may init ate eye movements to:focus on the most important aspect ofthe
rder to translate it wholly into imagery meaning as quickly as

word in

.

,

.

possible.

-

y

,

'

Using Visuals to Improve Verbal (/earning,
Student

with learning difficulties generally
or9ani

the recall an

with

of linuktic information may be aided through

13'

pictorial-stimulation.

associated

tuitgr and,Potter (1978) found

that ,learning

//

ablNichildren recalled significantly more visual material' when'gcturedi
Th y suggested that verbal_recall

were presented ih'an organized way.

;LI

itated by organizing visua

be fa

disabled children.

Haber (1970) sugges

materials in teac1iing learning

d that recall might dramatically

.'improve ifileaaniques could be found to- attach words to visual images'.
.

.

E

NA'
1

His subjects could match with 85 to 95% accuracy, 2,60.photographic slides
(viewed over consecutive days during testing'of visual capacity memory. Two
.

!...

1
.

.

children iTith learriing difficulties were*describeA by Debes and Williams----,,
(1974).

One child wouldn't 14zi.te themes or essays and the other wouldn't
I

verbally(communicate at schopl.

Both wkre trained to use visue,A.-verbal

pFojectsl'to solve their individual learning pr

K

le{ s.

the first child,

photographed his own visual styries 'and developed the technique of writing

tcompos*tions by visualizing the slide pictures he'llad stored awayin his
4`

7
4

6.

The second student learned to,express himself to teachers and

head.

; iclassmates through the arrangement of visual stories.
o.

.

Reading and writing depend ort learning to analyze graphic

feat-

tures to intericiret"the written language code, primarily-a left hemisphere

mode of processing.

Viewing relies on the/ability .to integrate sigulta-

neously all off the features of, the whole, primarily right hemisphere

functionin

When sequences of pictures are viewed, both right and. left

hemispheric processing occurs. .The right integrates the meaning of each,
g in a coordinated,

picture while -4 left sequences the separate me
logical plan.

coordination b
-

ThdSr 'picture sequences may p&n.ltd "means of achiving
eenoholistic and analytic pr ocessing:

Learning disabilities .teachers can arrange visuals to stim!..941.te

v

and
oral, language productidn, 'td1,7id in the. recall of writtet language,
.

It

.

to achieve organizational style in writing.' Rigure 1. t how4111how sequences

separate

,00mpo

a visualized whole madeA up of

y

of pictures can iner a 'completed slt

a continuous thread of_the meaning.

ts; each supplyin

1

Individual pictu es will stimul4te thinking Aprooesses and aid in the re-

The child

trieval of words and sentences to match tile picture meanings.

compOses sentences or s
iced language

ence fragments d pepdent on his/heriinterna
bile achieviff

acility

whole . the c mposition.
ti
\

oral orwritten,

an

°

r
4
(1

7.

Use of Visuals to Aid Language Production

Figure 1.

Concrete Referents
MUNN.

Visual

pictur'

picture

picture

J

etc.

is

I. Composition

I

Language Facility.
4--

Verbal Representation

/

a

s ntence

&

sentence

&

sentence

Wrlt*en or Oral
Composition

etc.

tL

A.visual composition as a sequence sc)
fers a.00mpAte story or theme,

Pictures that tells or 'in-'

Any life experience that can be captured

in pictures maT 'provide subject matter for a

sual story.

The objective

in structuring a visual composition is to coor inate a series of single

<

.

4

.

pictures soothat learning disab ed st6aentp can use oral and written
.

,

.
I

language to compose logically

e story seen in the visu

sequence.

The

visuals, provide concrete stimuli to bridge the gap betweeh the idea and
ttryvisualization of the idea., strengthening the memory bond between

language and experiend,
Visual stories can .dome from any number of

ces and they can

I

be structured to model various styles- of written dksCoursjikSinatra, 1975)

They can be composed through.itle *hnive of photography or they,can be
abstracted from filmstrips or picture book sources: magajines, brochures.,

newspapers, advrtisementsi old bpoks,,etc.

Som

°grams teach Oung

8.

r

.

Y

children how to compose theiiom visual compositions after thvrreview
vocabulary words around the actiRities they plan to photograph (Debes
__

and bsrilliams, 1974).

use of visua

A key in t

composition sequences is that they pro,41

vide concrete slimuli
visual bas

Furthermore, the

dr the formation of imagery.

shared'by all aids the teaCher in using student papers'to de-

velop a number of techniques in'writing and reading proficiency.
2..

(

Figure,

shows/chit a hierarchical level of language involvement is achieved

through the use of visual compositions.
Figure 2.

-

Levels of,LanguagelInvolvement AChieved
Through Picture Seduences.

ProMotes
s
ring
view
an
iqpes
to
Aids
organization of'.

Increasipg.
Levels of
Visual/Language
Interaction

41,

ideas at paragraph
level
Facilitates coordination
of ideas at sentence level
'Stimulates individual thought
processes and language
PToMotes concrete ismv6lvement:Of
4roup in same visual experience

E

re'
41.

4

AIIIV

t4e
.

...*.

While/viewing the, picture sequence as a class ,t group acti'ty,
earn in

disabled

ldren see a unified message unfold 4iiore'thel:

10

/ eyes.

4

wM

After viewing, each child actively searches his/her memory for words and
sentences that match the visual meaning cues.

Since a holistic impression"

\

of the picture sequence remains in the "minus eye", the learning disabilities teacher can help each student-'form a'key

main idea sentence

Individual 4entence*s or frag-

that captures the meaning of the whore.

ments written about single pictures can'be coordinated with the main idea'
sentence to achieve a Coherent organized story.

Furthermpre, word and

sentence levelemechanical errors that occur with mspelled wAds, misfaulty agreemeAt, etc., will be corrected with a

placed punctuation,

clear visual referent in Mind.' During subsequent reading lessons, Stustructural components of paragraphs

dents may be stronger at visualizing

since they were involved in the organizational processes of writing.
Forming Continyitv Between Ideas

---An,important element in they/ understanding of organization is the
sions and' connectives between ideas.

/se of linking e

Duridg'initial

s, it is quite helpful-to provide students with

visual/writing

sts of transitional elements to help them form continuity betwee
y t

tenc

pre

organize thought.

a series-of lined boxes in which

re a dittoed worksheet containi

st dents write their sentences.

A useful visual device is to

Between each box a chain link or a

amlor

fonnecting wire can be. drawn.

The teacherthen asks students to write

their transitional words and phrases within the connecting devices to
help them visualize the role and function of linkindexpres/96ns.
Transition words and phrases play an important role in ache,
(

fluency ini reading, as well.

These word's apprar frequently as sicat words

.

e

(Dale

nking
1-/

AJ

is-

111,

a functional role in

.

are considered to have

and Chall, 1948),/

meanin -bearing content words to each other:
\,..

411,

7

/

11

10.
J(Lester et al., 1971), an

act As

guideposts in nonfoveal

ision to ad-

,

vise the brain where to project its next information-gathering fixation
,

.

'during textual reading (Hochberg, 1970).

A good English.grammar and

.

composition seriei will describe the functions of prepositions, relative
N

...,

pronOUns, and stitordinating and coordinating conjunctions and the re1964).

lationships they express (Warriner et al.,

Visual Compositions and Organizational Styles
Teachers can arrange visuals to achieve three general organi-

zatiohal patterns in writing: sequential, descriptive, and comparative/
contrastive.

Particular connecting words are appribpriate to the organi-

zation of each style.

The fist arrangement involves showing

a

sequence-

of p.ttures that portray an

vent, contest, adven ure or any process-

oriented activity.

TWQ common examples

ual stOrylines

such

.

are the paneled comic strips found in dailyiand weekend newspapers and the

television

In each of these an a

comilercial (Kaplan,'1976).

ion

or, con-

1

flict.is often developed and resolved.
If a visual story .is shown

which characters are' engaged in

action or conflict, a narra-ifve\writing style'will'be actilvved.

The

a time
narrative traditiodally tells a story and.proceeds.acCordingtO
1
.

"----

sequence or chronology of events.

The students themselves can assume

In one,visual sequence, students were shown

the rol$ .of main charactpr.

slides of an lwarplane trip that began,in the morning and finithed at dusk.
4.4

A

As they saw 44 first slide of a stairway leading up to

a

TWA jumbo jet,

they were told to take pat in hand and Imagide themselves boarding that
plane.

Most students wrOt

aspect of the voyage from

in first person narrative. and related .each

heir individual-points of view.

Another way to Influence forwakd-direction in

12.
,

writing, style

is to

,

11.
show students a series of pictures which explains a process or sh
something occurred.

how

The writing style achieved is often that of exposi-

tory development.' In this visual sequence it is important to focus on
each step or procedure that leads to a final outcome.

In one visual

composition, the process involved in constructing a cement block foundation'
under at porch was illustrated.

The step-by-step sequence showed thework-

.

ments preparation of the cement, the procedures for alligning and laying
the block, and then the final product - the wall in place tinder the porch.

Stlients organized their writing accordingly.

Since the steps in the

building process were clearly portrayed, students were able to achieve

,

smooth coordination between sequential ideas.
Other expository, patterns such as cause/effect and problem/solution
,.<

can also be arranged through visuals.

For example, displaying a series of

pictures about bad road conditions and. then an auto accident would suggest

that the bad road conditions caused the accident to occur.

After estabiish-

ing a visual problem by showing a character(s) in a questioning, puzzled
attitude, the solution may then be presented in a series of sequential
steps.

The following partial list of transitional words and phrases may
be used by students in organizing sequentially to indicate time, forwarddirection or condition relationships:

(1)

Connectives that suggest time relationships:
earlier
presentl
after
finally
now
before
while
until
next
first, second, third
during
meanwhile

(2)

Connectives that join similar ideas orjAlleormation:
too
besides
and
of courses
to.
in
addition
more than that
for example
also
furthermore
for instance
likewise
plus

13

12.

Connectives that shdW cause, purpose, or result:

(3)

thus
therefore
consequently
accordingly

$

then
so

because
since

.

result ofas
finally.

L

to,conclude
for (for this reason)
.

A second purpose for litanging pictures may be.to achieve descriptive writing and spatial organization.

Th;\ssential feature in

9

this visual arrangement is spatial rather than sequential organization.
A short series of pictures showing live or inanimate'objtcts in some kind
of organizational arrangement cans influence students'to position these

objects in their writing.

The studdnt's viewing perspectivecould be

made to shift along a horizontal planet, as in viewing from left to right;
along a veitical planer as in viewing from bottom to top; 0; along a
distance plane, as in movement from the foreground, to the background.

Whichever way the picture mov4ent is planned, students use transition words to organize and connect"the.descriptive scene.
It

to achieve c nnection along a horizorftal plane,

For instance,

students were shown "a

series of slides of a notable rock group at their instruments on the per.

formance stage.

Each picture. focused on a specific member of the group

while 474sual clues connected each performer to the one on his/left and
right.

The same effect could have been achieved if.a large/rectangular

poster of the, performing group were available and each performer were cut
f

out and displayed slightly off to the side of the othery

In writing a

composition describing the group, students expressed something about the

performer in the first picture, linked him to thepeson in the second
'picture, and continued coordinating the members of the group across.the
stage.

In presenting the pictures in this way, the teacher influenced

the students to think and write in an organized way, relating each performer's position to the next.

Students were then aided in forming a

14

13.

unifying or topic sentence which focused on the group as a whole.
The followipg list of space relationship words can be used for
Ascribing Scenes with /accuracy and for coordinating objects, characters,
4

and details within scenes:
la),

Connectives that-indicate hoiizontal movement,
-

here
in the middle of
at this point
in the center of
nearby,
(b)

left,=r1ght_

to--t1

across
to the" east, west
thi s.
ne
'that

.

,

-.

Connectives that. indicate vertical or' distance M6irement:

above

%

close tw,
next to
between
alongside
beside

below,
under.
beneath'
around

/

at the top of
up from
beyond
there
away

r
.

in ,tie distahce c's
nearby(
at .the rear of
>
in front.of
to the north, south

Brooks used a vistal pattern that could beadapted by teachers
to help students visialize spatial relltion's (1970).

BrObks placed names

of objects into the squares made from a Greek cross.

One,of the objecti

was placed in the center square, while two other qDrjects were placed in
adjacent arms as in this example:

Goat

Pourtain
$v.

Rock

14.

The resulting spatial relations were always read withrespect to thein this sentence:

center object,

he, goat is to" the left of the rock and above the ,fountain.' (

By changing the position of the vrock and,nfountainn wo\dsiother sentences wouldsbe.constructed indicating A,change in spatial

.

:P.r,ientatioti.

Teachers could structure a'very concrete language arts activity
1

laying pi4ctures within the squares of an enlarged''Greek cross.

For

instatncei.if the goal were toovisualize vertical perssective, the center

picture

a youngster leaning out of a window in an apartment

,-Colald show

a

A. second picture in the arm above would show a person at that/

building.

window doing something else and a picture below thecenIer,would display
.

,

.

the antics of. a third character at the window b4low.

Students would dis-

.

cups and describe the 'second and third characters in relatiOn to the first.

aving available spacer relationship words listed above would aid students.

in positioning each character in relation to le other.
12

Once students can describe ari4angement and rearran ement of tw
or three pictures, five picture
into the squares.

Each studen

relating to one theme

td be,inserted

may then be asked
to provide.an overview
.-

sentence,of the meaning of the entire t4eme

This sentence would, become

the key or topic sentence for that student1s written composition.

In the

subsequent description of the features noted in the pietus` captained
-in the arms, a series of sentences would be generated that indicate,a
relationship to the overall theMe.

Once again sfddents could refersto

the appropriate lists of transitional elements and organize the theme as
various features are described in relation to
A fin 1 way to organize visual stories is to arrange sets of

16

15.
C

'

similarities or differences between live and

ocus on

pictures which

inanimate objects.

kr

This stra egy develops. the comparison/contrast

4

tpcItique in writing.

and

Compari g and contrastingic,%n occur in sequential

atially organized

devc.op it as an organi

quite beneficial, to

Howdver, it may b

ing.

to. make. learning dis-

onalS technique of its

el

/

ebled%tudents rattenti e

r Ai 102ination

o details and to sharpen

skills.

Comparing 'and contrasting are-ways in,whidh people think and

rgason.in-the contemporary worSd.

People corgi tautly comparison shop and

Yt

discuss the value of one item in relation

%

-

Advertisements in

another.

magazines or newspapers bi become A excel ent source for selecting
illustrate the relative 4erits of one product ver another.

pictures

*Quade (1976) suggested that decisltns male by ad' writer

ltbout promoting

4-

a:product an'l

onvincing an audience to use it are'pimilar to choices .stu-

dents must face in their exiting.- Nben.studen

dompa e- and .dgptrast. ideas

;suggested by sets of pictures, they make'perce tive Wsioni about how to
.

406,.

communicate,choices to others.
In pointing out similarities betwen items studAts focus oA quailties of sameness.

Linking expressions andNponnectives used in sequential
)

writing can also be used to connect ideas indicating that two items have
simi ar qualities.

Since thoughts of a similar Mature will be joined,

stu ents may be asked to compose one sentence using connectives which join
life information.
(

LE-

In, developing concast, students focus'

tures of difference.

Discrimination skills are sha3#pened as individual fea ures are contrasted
with eadh° other.

Since contrasting implies knowledge

7 1.7

f sameness, it mayo

16.
,

e more,difficult for children with leakning difficulties to discriminate

(

C--

,

,t,

,

differences between items whose likenesses are nof%known.

Thus, teachers

t

may iAtia/Me need to discuss the likenesses between pictures before - stu/

,

6

dents attempt to point out what makes them different.
Particular transitional words and phrases signal change'of thought

icate that a contrasting idea will follow .

and

Teachers may ask stu-

'i

dents to initiate the) conflicting idea by using one of the following
connectives which indicate
a change in or a contrast with an idea already
i
presentee:.

but)

still
'nevertheless
even though.

although
instead
otherwise

yet
however

int'spite oZ

r worki

on comparative and contrastive skillsseparateTy,
Y

sequence of pictures may be presented toalloW students to 'after-

a's

e styles dependott on the Wayiin which each'has interprO'ted qualitiei
)

essiand.difference.
4

slide

For example, s

dents.saw a series of seven

ih whith seven ski racers negotiated a, difficult turn,

of a hill.

Since each racer was photographed frome

the focus was solely-on the skill of each racer.

sa.me

the side
era2,pcisition,

Students werp.askedito

.attend ,to how the racers we e alike or different in th ir'execution of

They examined Bach picture to note particulars of skiing style,

the turn.

Them, some students compared t

and expressive Racial featurls.
skliiers while othe

co

rasted them ii

18

heir writing.

Neither sequential
e

movement -z

spatial.

a

note particulars in. ompar

ization was emphasized; rather, the ability to

and contrasting athletic style was high-

lighted.

In visual composition plans," teaching of writing and reading

1.8

skills follow student involvement in the process of using .tar uage.
Implementing the final level of the plan shown in Figure'r, tie teacher
le in stimulating language growth, in aiding writing de-

plays

4elOpment, and 'in strengthening the comprehendihg process in reading.

Once studentpaper.s are returned, the follOwinp suggestions may be offered
as the culminating activity of the visual experience.
4

Have sel1ed students read their papers aloud. Show,
how th e apers captured the organizational style intended b the visual arrangement. Or reshow the 'entire
visual sequence once again pointing out to the group how
the ar angement is organized. Use the appropriatd. connecti e words in describing the organization.- Those whd
did of achieve an organizational pattern in their writing
exec ise may sende'the organizational pattern now. This
learning may be _transferred to ensuing 'ieading and writing

1..

-;

i

activities.

-,

2.

Have particular student papers projected On the overhead.
Since the visual experience is '-common to all, dne student
will be better able to visualize how another expressed the
sarat idea, scene, action, or theme. Generate discupsion
on nhown soMething was said. Discuss a sehtence's "appapers in
propriateness or lack of it. By using th
this way, students,strenIthen.the bond be weep imagery'_ and
language.

3.

Have specific sentences read,aloud frbm other papers that
particular picture..
captured a meaning or mood fr§m
A dombination of such creative se tences could' firm a
t sequence.
separate .ideat paragraph for
,

'

.

.

',

..

i

Point out the'concreteneps or ividnessof word choice to
describe a particular scene or event. Enrich irocabulary
understanding -by using words that best describeAL.,scene
or action.
uage to portray a
Develop the use of figurative. l
Often, students will use figures of
certain meaning.
speech since con rete images were fresh in their mindt.
For instance, one student wrote, 'A mountain is like a
giant with grey air, to desc ibe the Matterhorn. The
use of metaphors and imagery also encourage right brain
processing (Fox. 1979).

5.

.

.

o

ate on tIle tr, antition between pictures and how
Conce
nts'used connectives appropriately to link
specific
ideas..

7.

Work-on sentence c. tructi n.by illustrating'hok
.
students may co
ne
romIseveral picturOs t
K
form one sentence. From combining visuals, students '
learn td combine sentences. ..Pesearch hal showA that
sentence-combining practice aids readinglcomprehensiori\_
.

f_

,...1.

-

and writing maturity (Coffib-S, 1977).
8.

Finally, devote time to the reading of the same style
from other sources. Select paragraphs that illutrte .the style of writing students havejust completed in ,
the visual/writing exercise.
Since each student has '---'
seen visual.organization of that discourse, she/he may
be able to perceive tpis structure more readily in
.,,f`
reading experiences. Understanding th4 internal
structure of written organization strengthens the
comprehending process (Herber, 1970).

-____:

:,

dbnclusion

.

4

The vis.ual strategies sugges4td in this paper st mulate
,

t

,

e

,

brain, hethispheric input wi le,

ight.4

g verbal production of chir en de-

ll,

f ficient in lang

ge skills.

Picture stories,can.provide*concr= e stimuli

to assist these children in the visualization of ideas..

As F

sugge%,ted

1st

(1979), when teachers stimulate right-b4Ain processing

the use of-

-pictures and the encouragement of mental imagining, recal

cOmprehensiox

improve since children learn to construci pictoraf framewo ks fox-new
words, conceptd

and storied. OFurthermbre, )then learning

teacher can capitalize on ttie commomvisua base shared by all and the
.

.

composing proce s in which each paxiicipated..

Visual
m.

.'

ialfconnections

\

-

, 't

...

...

strengthenlanguager4ecarl and organizational ,style. Students can be
1 i ' ... v-ox
'
.....
t .
,iatight to 4ganize three'major.patterns in writing: narration, description,
$

,

.

b

*

vt.
i

and compariSon/contrast and to use the linking expressions that connect
ideas in each pattern.

Through visuals, learning disabled children are(

provided concrete opportunities to capture life %xperiences in words..

19.
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